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In death, Boris Nemtsov embodies the hope of a better Russia (http://theconversation.com/in-death-boris-nemtsov-embodies-the-hope-ofa-better-russia-38242)
Written by Dr Adrian Campbell. For Russia to make peace with its troubled post-Communist history, it needs a 1990s hero to remember. Boris Nemtsov
could be just that.
Monday 2nd March 2015

Blog: The expansion of arms-length government is not necessarily at odds with democratic accountability
(http://inlogov.com/2015/03/02/the-expansion-of-arms-length-government-is-not-necessarily-at-odds-with-democratic-accountability/)
How democratic is arms-length government? Catherine Durose, Jonathan B. Justice and Chris Skelcher argue that those who consider it to be an
undemocratic phenomenon over-simplify, and make the case for assessing the question in a more citizen and community focussed manner.
Monday 2nd March 2015

New World Development article by Fiona Nunan (/schools/government-society/departments/international-development/news/2015/02/newworld-development-article.aspx)
Newly published article in World Development examines how different types of institutions impact on the co-management of fisheries, drawing on
research on inland fisheries in East Africa and Malawi.
Thursday 26th February 2015

Podcast: Trouble in the Neighbourhood? The future of the EU's Eastern Partnership Birmingham Seminar (/schools/governmentsociety/departments/russian-east-european-studies/news/2015/02/future-of-the-eu-eastern-partnership.aspx)
This Birmingham seminar for the Trouble in the Neighbourhood? The future of the EU's Eastern Partnership project, in partnership with the European
Commission Representation in the UK and the University of Birmingham, took stock of recent developments in the EU's relationship with the countries in
its eastern neighbourhood: Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Moldova, Belarus and Ukraine.
Thursday 26th February 2015

IGS podcast: The Greenest Nation on Trial: German Environmentalism in Perspective (/schools/government-society/departments/politicalscience-international-studies/news/2015/02/greenest-nation-on-trial.aspx)
Speakers: Axel Goodbody (University of Bath), Silke Mende (Centre d'Histoire de Sciences Po, Paris), Frank Uekötter (University of Birmingham).
Thursday 26th February 2015

Blog: The future is analogue – confirms local government's Honey Man (http://inlogov.com/2015/02/19/pickles-shock-horror-news-biggestcouncils-have-biggest-tax-arrears/)
Written by Chris Game is a Visiting Lecturer at INLOGOV. Of all the reactions to Northamptonshire County Council's controversial 'Next Generation
Model' – abandoning service provision in favour of outsourcing everything to 'specialist social enterprises' – few can have been as measured and
dispassionate as my colleague Ian Briggs' reflections on the merits or otherwise of Public Interest Companies (PICs).
Thursday 26th February 2015

How Israel's military stopped Netanyahu attacking Iran (http://theconversation.com/how-israels-military-stopped-netanyahu-attacking-iran38009)
Written by Professor Scott Lucas. A release of top-secret documents indicates that Israel's prime minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, has exaggerated –
and possibly lied – with his repeated claims that Iran is on the brink of a nuclear bomb.
Thursday 26th February 2015

Blog: All eyes on Manchester (http://inlogov.com/2015/02/25/all-eyes-on-manchester/)
Written by Catherine Needham, Reader in Public Policy and Public Management at the Health Services Management Centre. If you live in Birmingham,
like I do, you could be forgiven for feeling slightly green-eyed at what is going on in Manchester at the moment. After the unprecedented devolution
package that the city secured at the end of 2014, it has today been announced that Greater Manchester will be given complete control of its £6 billion
NHS budget.
Thursday 26th February 2015

Blog: Getting to Grips with Public Interest Companies (http://inlogov.com/2015/02/23/getting-to-grips-with-public-interest-companies/)

Written by ian Briggs. The recent announcement by Northamptonshire County Council heralding a move towards a 'next generation model' where four
public interest companies are to be established to deliver front line services and leaving a core client organisation of around 150 employees adds to the
growing number of councils (and other parts of the public sector) who are seeking to adopt this model. What is interesting here is that is goes far beyond
the tired rhetoric of what is best, direct public provision or privatisation?
Tuesday 24th February 2015

After 75 years, the Dalai Lama is more important than ever (http://theconversation.com/after-75-years-the-dalai-lama-is-more-important-thanever-37499)
Written by Dr Tsering Topgyal. It is three quarters of a century since the Dalai Lama's coronation as the temporal and spiritual leader of Tibet. He is now
almost 80-years-old and still presents a dilemma for Western leaders, who routinely come under pressure from Beijing not to meet him whenever he
visits their countries.
Tuesday 24th February 2015
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